These exceptions, few in number though they be, are yet deserving of attention as proving the occasional occurrence in the animal kingdom of a power markedly resident, as I shall presently point out in detail, in certain plants. Now, these proximate principles combined in food as taken into the animal body are not in a form to be directly applied to the repair of the waste tissue and to the maintenance of the organic activities of the body. The water and mineral salts (after solution) may be at once absorbed, but the organic principles must be subjected to the influence of a series of conditions by which their chemical constitution is altered, their physical character is changed, and they are rendered fit to serve their part in the nutrition of the animal?they are digested.
The most important factors in this process of transformation are the various animal juices with which the food comes in contact. The number and character of these vary with the position of the animal in the scale of complexity; and they act in virtue of certain matters dissolved in their substance which are capable of exciting chemical changes in the food elements. These contained bodies, the composition of which no analytical method has as yet determined, and consequently whose actual mode of working is unknown, are classed as ferments, and the process of digestion which they incite is essentially one of fermentation. 
